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JUNE BRINLEY YOUNG (née RICHARDS)
June was born 19th February 1919, in Chelsea, London, the only daughter of Gordon
Brinley Richards and Dorothy CooperWillis. I am not sure exactly when her parents
met and got married, but this almost certainly happened
at some point during the First World War. There is an
early sepia photograph, with a variegated cardboard
surround, of June, as a baby, being held by her mother
(DBR).
After service in the ‘Great War’ (1914‐18) (see
below), her father (GBR) had returned to being a solicitor.
They lived in Onslow Square, London, and June eventually
went to St Paul’s Girls School in Hammersmith. This she
said she enjoyed, even though she was “not very bright”.
There was also quite a longish period of being ill
sometime during her childhood, possibly with rheumatic fever, when she went and stayed
with a grandmother in the country. This illness might have been responsible for some of
her later heart problems.
One of her first friends
was Diana Giffard (who later
married Airey Nieve, who was an
RAF pilot who had escaped from
Colditz, become an MP, and then

was killed by an IRA car bomb in the Houses of
Parliament in 1979). June had met Diana as a baby, in a
pram alongside each other in Kensington Gardens, and as
a child and young woman spent several holidays with
Diana’s family, who had moved back to the family home
at Chillington, in south Staffordshire. There are some
photos of her with Diana and her family taken there later
(possibly about 1937‐8).

The Brinley Richards family was quite well off during the inter‐war period and, as
an only child, she grew up in more than reasonable security and affluence. They holidayed
abroad and travelled across Europe at least twice in the mid‐1930s, through Venice &
Trieste, once altogether, and once (I think) just June and Dorothy, to stay on Brioni
(Brijuni), an island in the Adriatic, then Italian, off what is now northern Croatia. There are
in existence (somewhere) photos of them there, bathing naked off the rocky seashore.
Eventually, June obtained her standard matriculation at about 15 or 16. After
matriculation, she spent about a year staying with a family in Paris and going to the Lycée,
so as to learn French.
June ‘came out’ when she was 17, in the summer of 1936, and was presented at
court – as was the custom for young debutantes, and there is a very glamorous photo of her
and DBR in white court dresses and gloves, outside their Onslow Square house.
Eventually her parents,
Gordon & Dorothy separated,
reasonably amicably, but also
very firmly. There exists a copy
of their separation agreement,
dated July 1939, with GBR still
living in Onslow Square, Chelsea,
though the actual separation
almost

certainly

happened

sometime earlier. There was a further settlement document, written in 1946, with GBR
now living in Park West, Marble Arch, and DBR living at 36 St Leonard’s Terrace, Chelsea.
June was then living at 7 Tedworth Square, with a housekeeper, Dorothy Twineham (?).
Her mother, DBR, had never (according to June) been totally enamoured of married life,
and, despite the quite generous settlement, subsequently tried to maintain herself
independently, becoming a fabric ‘buyer’ and decorator for the department store, Peter
Jones. She had also become ‘converted’ to Christian Science some time earlier in the 1930s,
which may or may not be connected with the separation.
Family Background (see Appendix 1)
June’s father, Gordon (GBR), was a solicitor from a reasonably prosperous, originally
Welsh, family (on his father’s side) and the Nevills (on his mother’s side,), of Nevill’s Bread
‘fame’ (one of the first mass‐produced bakeries).

Gordon’s grandfather, Henry Brinley Richards, (1817‐1885) was a pupil of
Chopin, became the organist at Carmarthen Cathedral, a composer, a professor of the Royal
Academy, and a supporter of Welsh music, being also a patron of the National Eisteddfod of
Wales (despite the fact that he didn’t speak Welsh). There is a story that he had entered the
Eisteddford and, thinking that he had done badly, decided to go fishing with a friend, only
to return early to discover he had won and everyone was looking for him for the prize‐
giving ceremony. The Royal College of Music had just been founded and he was sent there
to continue his studies. His best‐known piece was perhaps the anthem, God Bless the Prince
of Wales, written for Queen Victoria’s eldest son in 1862: he who later became King
Edward VII.1
His son, Brinley, “lived in London and was said to have great charm. He married a
Miss Banting, whose father was a hardware dealer and undertaker. He was so fat that a semi
circle was cut out of his table so he could reach his food. He decided to diet and I presume the
successful result was publicised, as before the War you’d hear people saying, “I must ‘bant’.”
They seem to have had only one son, Henry, who married Patty Nevill. They were my father’s
parents”2
The Nevills originally lived in Wherwell in Gloucestershire. “I’ve been there but there
was a big fire in the last century when presumably records were destroyed. They moved to
London at the end of the 1820s, except for the eldest son who was apprenticed to his uncle, a
miller. When he did come to London, he didn’t think anything of the bread and got his uncle to
send flour and started a bakery. It was very popular and they had a fleet of vans. H.W. Nevill
had a long beard and used to go by train to hunt with the ‘Surrey and Burstow’. He had a son,
Bob, who had no children; Queenie, who loved hunting, and married Smith Turberville, also
childless; a daughter, who married a Jennings [from the] Isle of Wight [and] died young; and
Patty. The eldest [Jenning] son, Nevill Jennings, was head of the Home Guard, on the island in
the last War. The next two sons, Alec and Jim, did not marry. They were afraid the bakeries, in
Acton and Ealing, would be bombed, and sold out to Allied Bakeries. They lived near Hotley.
Jim got into conversation with an American on a train, who took him into his antique
business. ”3
FCY visited Alec and Jim, GBR’s cousins, when he was about 17, when on a cycling
holiday around the Isle of Wight and the south coast. They lived near Freshwater and had a
marvellous old house, with a posh butler who served lunch off a silver platter, and a
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spectacularly magnificent electric, 00‐gauge, train set‐up in the attic with several circuits,
stations, schedules, electric signals, and so forth.
“Patty Nevill had Nevill, my father Gordon, and Marjorie (Madge). Madge had infantile
paralysis, which was thought to come from sun on the head while paddling and was in a bath
chair for some years: she walked with a limp. She married Ernest Hale, a master at
Uppingham [School], and had 3 children: Natalie, Valerie and Edward. I was a bridesmaid at
her wedding and ran down the aisle in front of the bride.”4
When June was born, Gordon had just finished serving in the First World War. Some
of his Army records are available on‐line. He was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant in November
1914 from the Inns of Court Officers Training Corps;5 became a Lieutenant in the Army
Service Corps, from the London Regiment, in March 1916;6 ending up as a temporary
Captain in 1919.7 He served in Belgium as he was ‘awarded’ Belgium Order of Crown,
Officers Class with Oak Leaf, and the Belgium Cross of War, with Oak Leaf. His medal card
is available from the National Archives8 and FCY9 has some of his medals. June had a photo
of him in military dress (though this was taken later at the start of World War 2) looking
quite handsome, but there is also a very unflattering caricature of him in the Imperial War
Museum, entitled ‘Headquarters’, by the artist, (Sir) William Orpen RA, made in 1918.10
Gordon had a sister, Marjory (Madge) who had 3 children:
Natalie, Valerie and Edward Hale. Natalie married Philip Stevens,
and lived in Farnham with 3 daughters; Valarie married Ronald
Thompson and lived in a large house on a farm in Devon with seven
children (six surviving): the source of a few good Young family
holidays, and Edward, a successful wine merchant, who married
Tessa and had Sophie & Mathew; he then married Ann and had
Tom; and then married Janet and died. These three ‘Hales’ were

Headquarters

June’s full cousins, and were her main contemporary family, and, as
such, had fairly regular contact with them throughout her life.
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Dorothy, her mother, was the daughter of Edward Cooper‐Willis, Q.C. He had
married, had a large family (of about 7 children), been widowed, and then married again, a
much younger woman, and had another family (of about 5 children: twins, Irene & Lynette,
then Guy, Dorothy and Gwyneth). He was an eminent Victorian lawyer and member of the
Bar, promoted to Queen’s Council, and lived in Blackheath. There remains a very
impressive seal of his, given to Gudrun, when he became Master of the Rolls. He wrote a
small book called Tales and Legends in Verse, and may also have opposed a bankruptcy in
1889.11
Irene Cooper‐Willis, one of June’s aunts, a twin, went to Girton College, Cambridge,
graduated in 1904, and became one of the first women barristers. She was also quite a
well‐known author of several books: biographies of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1928); on
The Brontes (1933); an essay on Thomas Hardy (re‐printed 1981); a seminal book on
Florence Nightingale (1931 – and still in print), and a somewhat controversial book about
the authorship of Wuthering Heights (1926). She was a friend of Enid Bagnold, author of
National Velvet, She never married and, in later life, lived in a cottage in the middle of
Ashdown Forest, in Sussex (‘home’ of Winnie‐the‐Pooh).
Her twin sister, Lynette, had a son, who had two boys, Christopher and Anthony,
and also Lynette Hemmett, a painter & engraver, married to an author of travel books, Juri
Gabriel. These were June’s other cousins.
Another of June’s cousins, probably from her grandfather’s first family, Euan
Cooper‐Willis married a potter, Susan Williams‐Ellis (in 1945), and they founded the
pottery at Portmeirion, an Italianate village that had been built on the coast of north‐west
Wales by her father, the renowned architect Clough Williams‐Ellis. The Portmeirion
pottery is well‐known in its own right, but this village shot to prominence in the 1960s
when it was used as the set for the iconic TV series, The Prisoner.
Additionally, there are some very ‘starchy’ (mid‐ Victorian) photos of June’s
ancestors – the men in frock coats and the women in black bombazine, with one
magnificent set of ringlets – but we now know of few further details.
June & Courtenay
June and Courtenay Trevelyan Young (henceforth referred to as CTY) met at a dinner party
sometime during June’s second ‘season’ in 1937 (when she was 18). There was an
immediate attraction, but an American woman, who had almost become CTY’s fiancée, had
just jilted him, so he was not particularly interested in starting another serious
11
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relationship immediately. He was also basically unemployed at the time, and not sure
what to do with himself, being aged about 23, and having recently completed a degree in
Chinese from Trinity College, Cambridge. She said he was “very entertaining”. He was then
living mostly at his parents’ London home in 12, Holland Street in Kensington. They started
going out together, possibly more along the lines of a companionship basis, rather than any
powerful romance, but affection and then love grew slowly.
1937 merged into 1938 and people were becoming aware that ‘something’ would
have to be done about the growing tide of Fascism and National Socialism. The Spanish
Civil War had dominated a lot of the news, having started in July 1936 and continuing into
early 1939.
Whilst this memorial is
mostly about June, a quick
mention of CTY’s family is
considered worthwhile here.
The Young family were minor
aristocrats, descended from an
Admiral

of

the

White

Squadron who had received a
Baronetcy

(hereditary

Knighthood) at the end of his
service, and who had set up
house at Formosa Place, built
on a muddy island in the
Thames, opposite the Clifton
estate, on the outskirts of the
village of Cookham, Berks.
[‘Ilha Formosa’ in Portuguese
apparently means ‘Beautiful
Island’]
He had married into
property there and then bought up several adjoining plots and started to build. There is a
small book, Young of Formosa, (inscribed to “Courtenay T Young, from his grandfather who
wrote it, May 1928”) which details some of the Admiral’s naval career in the 1760s–1780s,
and also the purchase of several plots along the Thames to consolidate the estate.

Several family memorial plaques still adorn the walls of Cookham church. The main
house, Formosa Place, and its setting at the turn of the 19th century, is beautifully described
in the opening chapter of his uncle, Geoffrey Winthrop Young’s, autobiography, The Grace
of Forgetting.
Courtenay (CTY) was the youngest of the 4 children born to Sir George Young, 4th
Bart. (‘Georis’, later ‘Gaffer’; born 1872) and Jessie Helen, née Ilbert, daughter of Sir
Courtenay Ilbert: these 4 children being George (‘Jerry’, born 1908 , Joan (born 1910),
Virginia (‘Va’) (born 1911) , and then CTY (born August, 1914). There is an iconic photo of
the 4 children as young adults (above), with their mother, showing (from left to right)
Virginia, CTY, Jerry, Joan and their mother, Jessie Helen, which would have probably been
taken in about 1927‐8.
The Young family were quite transient, and also somewhat impoverished in the
1920s, for all their idiosyncrasies, connections and background. CTY had been sent to
several schools, including St Alfred’s (in Hampstead) and Zalem, in Germany. He had had
two mongooses as pets as a boy, when living at the (usually rented out) ‘dower house’,
Formosa Fishery: Formosa Place having fallen down after his grandfather tried to install a
lift in it. His father, ‘Georis’, was an excellent linguist and was in the Diplomatic Service.
There are snippets about his career in The Grace of Forgetting.
When CTY was aged 17‐18, he was sent for a year to China (in 1932‐33) to learn
Mandarin, as preparatory to taking it as a degree at Cambridge. He arrived on a German
steamship at the port of Shanghai in February 1932, at the time of the Japanese invasion of
Manchuria. The Japanese navy had also blockaded Shanghai, and there is a description and
a diagram in a letter home of the line of Japanese battleships outside the harbour and
atrocities in the city. Having studied in Beijing (then ‘Peiping’, later Peking), and learnt
some passable Mandarin, he returned in 1933, and was accepted into Cambridge. CTY
achieved his degree and then, emerged into the real world in the summer of 1936.
However, he was not at all sure what to do with himself in terms of a career. His father was
attached to the British Embassy in Madrid in the mid‐1930s and then, briefly, ran an
ambulance service for the Royalist (Carlist) side in the early part of the Spanish Civil War
(1936‐7). This is something of CTY’s background.
Anyway, June & Courtenay went out together on several different occasions in
1937‐8 and then settled into a fairly steady ‘understanding’, and things progressed
reasonably over the next 18 months or so.
In 1939, CTY eventually got a job with the news agency, Reuters, and, in the spring
of 1940, after ‘phony war’ of the winter of 1939‐40, was sent to Belgium, to report on the

German advance there. The Germans advanced faster than anyone imagined and he
couldn’t get out of Belgium easily and so there followed about a month of traipsing across
France, and then managing to catch one of the last boats, just ahead of the invading German
army. The evacuation of the British Expeditionary Force at Dunkirk followed shortly in the
early summer of 1940.
The dangers of this trip and the ‘trauma’ of ‘not‐knowing’ whether he was alive or
dead, helped them to realise that they were significantly involved with each other, and they
became formally engaged in that summer of 1940, although there is another story that,
sometime that summer, still with Reuters, he was at one point about to be sent out to the
Middle East, and she said, somewhat plaintively, “Shouldn’t we get engaged or something?”
so then he formally proposed.
There is a photo of June taken around this time: an ‘engagement’ photo?

Shortly thereafter, CTY enlisted, did his ‘boot camp’ on Salisbury Plain that autumn,
then became an Army truck driver for a short while, “Driver Young”. Being of ‘better stuff’,
he was soon sent to an Officer’s Training Camp, somewhere in Wales, and eventually joined
the Intelligence Corps, probably sometime in the summer of 1941. He said this was mainly
on the strength of his knowledge of Chinese, as by that time Japan (already at war with

China) had declared itself an ally of Germany, even though it did not enter fully into the
war till Pearl Harbour, in December 1941.
At some point during those early years of the war, June worked in an office for Basil
Marsden Smedley, who later became the Mayor of Chelsea. She was then still living with
her mother in St Leonard’s Terrace, Chelsea (near to the Chelsea Royal Hospital grounds).
Since the war seemed to be going on and on, they eventually decided to get married, in the
Royal Chelsea Hospital chapel, thereby necessitating a special licence from the Archbishop
of Canterbury, Cosmo Gordon. They married on ‘St George’s Day, 24th April, 1942.

A copy of their special licence hung framed in CTY’s dressing room in Reigate, and
later in June’s bathroom in Ladbroke Terrace. There are several wedding photos (below),
with June looking radiant in white satin, and with CTY, in a very smart Captain’s uniform,
sporting a small moustache (which June later said that she had hated).

One wedding photo shows the two sets
of parents: CTY’s on the left, with Sir
George and a stern‐looking Jessie Helen,
with a young girl, probably Melissa,
looking rather worried; and with DBR,
with a fox‐fur stole, and GBR, standing
slightly separated, on the right, with
(possibly) a Chelsea Pensioner in the
background.
By this time, CTY was firmly established in the Intelligence Corps, later to become
the Security Service or Secret Service (later to be split and renamed ‘MI5’ & ‘MI6’). Kim
Philby, one of the ‘Cambridge’ spies, although he worked in MI6, was a colleague and
friend, amongst others, and may have attended the wedding. CTY’s work was mainly in
counter‐intelligence (MI5): catching people spying in Britain, though one of its more
successful policies in the war was the ‘double‐cross’ system of turning ‘found’ enemy
agents against their original masters, or giving them false information to send. CTY was
definitely involved – by his own account – in one deception operation, subsequently

written up as The Man Who Never Was,12 that tried to indicate that the Allied invasion of
Italy was going to happen elsewhere. The ‘corpse’ was, by CTY’s report, dressed in a pair of
his (used) underpants: a far cry from James Bond!
There is a photo taken about this time of the
two of them together, as a young married couple with
out any children yet – but these were to follow. The
war in Europe ended, but the war with Japan was still
going on and CTY, now a Major in the Intelligence
Corps (he could be quite caustic about that) was
posted out to Ceylon, on General Mountbatten’s staff:
he ended the war with the rank of Lieutenant‐
Colonel.
Their first child, Caroline June, was born on
17th June, 1945 at 36, ST Leonard’s Terrace (DBR’s
house) but later they moved to No 7 Tedworth Square, a rented house on the corner of St
Leonard’s Road and diagonally across the square from her mother, and, with the war now
over, and with her first child, she was probably at her happiest.

There are several photos of her and Caroline; Caroline in a
pram: CTY and Caroline (Sept 1945?) and one, on the beach, possibly
near New Romney, aged about
1+ years (1946) with a small
chum.
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There are also some later photos: one with Caroline being seemingly entranced at
CTY (lighting a cigarette); one, as a very erect 3 year old; and one with June on a park
bench.

These last three were probably all taken on the
same day, in the early autumn of 1948 (leaves on the
ground), and with FCY somewhere out of the way for
a while.
In 1947, June had become pregnant again, and Frederick Courtenay (FCY) was duly
born in June 1948. There is a photo (below) of June, with Caroline, holding the new baby,
taken in “August 1948 at DBR’s Folly Cottage, Hammer Lane, Grayshott, Hants, (near Churt).”
Another photo, taken almost certainly on the same visit, shows DBR, Caroline, FCY, and
with CTY rather solemnly holding a Siamese cat (that almost certainly belonged to DBR).

At this time, even though the war was over, CTY was still (mostly) serving on
Mountbatten’s staff out in Ceylon. He certainly came home on leave every so often (viz. the
photo of Aug‐Sept 1948), but June was essentially living alone, as a young married woman,
now with two children. She had some background support from her mother, living across
the square, and probably had some domestic help, like a maid, nanny, or housekeeper,
(Dorothy Billings?) to help with Caroline, and the new‐born baby.
Then disaster struck! On 14th November 1948, having gone out for the evening to
the theatre for the first time after FCY’s birth (as the story goes), she returned home to be
confronted with a tragedy. Caroline, who had been staying with her granny, DBR, across
the square, had been coughing a bit during the day. This had developed into a choking
episode in the early evening when June was out, and a doctor was eventually called. The
doctor was apparently quite dismissive and just suggested some cough medicine, and was
actually on his way out of the house when June returned. Caroline then had another
coughing or choking fit, and quite suddenly died. June screamed out at the departing
doctor, but apparently he had just left.
By the time CTY got back home from Ceylon, flying back on compassionate leave,
the tragedy had become entrenched. There was fairly certainly, besides the shock and
sorrow, a fair degree of guilt and blame being shared all round – all of it silently (as was the
wont in those days: “We don’t speak about these things”): June perhaps feeling guilty for
going out that night and not being there for Caroline; Dorothy because Caroline was in her
care, and (maybe) she hadn’t called a doctor soon enough (being a Christian Scientist);
CTY, probably because he was away; and so forth. I am fairly sure that somewhere CTY also
blamed Dorothy, though he was always very courteous to her. There were certainly some
very ‘strange’ feelings about the tragedy as Caroline was hardly ever mentioned
subsequently, and (the above) photographs were all put away, to the extent that FCY &
Jessica actually didn’t know that Caroline had ever existed, until FCY found out, by chance,
when he was about 15.
In retrospect, it was possibly an attack of diphtheria (though this was never
formally diagnosed), even though a vaccine had been developed in the late 1920s, general
immunisation in children in Britain had only started in about 1940, and it got off to a very
slow start.13 Diptheria is a viral infection that causes mucus to build‐up in the throat: early
symptoms are gradual, a slight fever, fatigue, and a sore throat.
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June was obviously devastated and went into deep grief, and (probably) a
depressive state that may have lingered on and off throughout her life. She certainly
stopped breast‐feeding the new baby (FCY).
CTY’s ‘Office’ then stepped in and thought ‘a fresh start’ for the family would
probably be a good idea. So he was posted to Sydney, Australia to set up a ‘branch office’
there. Having accepted the posting, they discovered that, unfortunately, he had to fly out
early in 1949, a month or two ahead of the family, to ‘set things up’, with June, FCY, and the
new nanny, Freda, coming out later by boat – a six week journey. June later said that this
‘abandonment’, coming so soon after the tragedy, was her first main (though it was
probably her second) resentment towards ‘The Office’. She had had to haul herself out of
her grief and depression, pack everything up, mostly by herself, and arrange the move to
the other side of the world, as well as employing a new nanny for FCY. They left by ship
around the end of April 1949, and the boat trip round the Cape of Good Hope took about
six weeks. FCY had his first birthday the day the boat docked in Melbourne, with Sydney,
their destination, a few days further sail.
The 1950s
The Australia posting actually turned out rather well. Australia then was a welcome relief
to the austerity of post‐war Britain, especially as there was no food or clothes rationing,
which was still very present at ‘home’. The rented house was paid for by ‘The Office’; many
other expenses, including the fares out were also paid for; a car was ‘provided’; the climate
was very different; and June became pregnant again fairly soon. FCY, then a toddler,
remembers a spaniel dog called “Goey”, the magnificence of the Australian night sky, a very
large (toy) spider that moved quite realistically, and the ‘iceman’ who delivered a large
block of ice to the early (non‐electric) refrigerator twice a week, with the dog going
berserk at this intrusion and there (seemingly) not being anyone around. A couple of
photos exist of FCY ‘helping’ CTY in the garden: apparently anything mechanical was a
“goodgoy” and “Daddy do goodgoy” was a call for him to perform on the grass mower.
Jessica Catherine was born at the end of the first year there in June 1950. There was
a move to a different house; DBR came out for a visit; June took a trip with DBR to New
Zealand by flying boat (FCY remembers their return, landing on Sydney harbour with a
whoosh of spray); and, at the end of 2 years, they all returned by liner back to the UK. FCY
remembers a ‘crossing the line’ (Equator) ceremony, where ‘Father Neptune’ was covered
in foam and dunked in the swimming pool. Freda had met someone in Sydney and decided

to stay out in Australia to get married. Joan (later Horrocks) was one of CTY’s ‘office girls’
(secretaries) out there in Australia.
Britain

in

mid‐to‐late

1951

was

still

somewhat austere: food rationing had only just
ended. The family was complete now, though
technically homeless. June was 32, CTY 36, FCY
was 3, and Jessica was 1. There are a couple of
photos, one of June and the 2 children and one of
GBR and the 2 children, probably taken at Gunn
House where her father, GBR, now retired, lived in
New Romney in Kent, (near Romney Marsh and
Dungeness).
There
was a short
period spent
living in London, probably with DBR, and with FCY
going to a nursery school in the basement of the
house that they had lived in previously, at 7
Tedworth Square. But memories possibly proved too
powerful; London too full of smog; they were a little
more affluent; and they had acclimatised to the
countryside; so June’s father, GBR, gave her some
money and they soon found a large 4‐storey Georgian
house in Reigate, an old market town in Surrey, with
a good 50‐minute rail link to London.

The house, Browne’s Lodge, (this
photo is taken from the west) had
not made its auction price and no‐
one ‐ in those days ‐ really wanted
to live in such a large house, built
for a family with servants, but they
thought it would suit them. So, they

bought it for £3,000 and had to spend another £1,500 on eradicating dry rot and getting
the place decorated and habitable.
In the spring of 1952, they had only just moved in when CTY’s work, still
euphemistically known as ‘The Office’ or the ‘War Office’ (in reality, now MI5), said “Oh,
sorry! We forgot about Singapore.” (The 3rd resentment?)
Before they left for Singapore, there is a photo of
Sir George Young, 4th Bart, CTY’s father, with FCY standing
by the sundial in Reigate. He was visiting the family and
the new house, and this was the last time that they met
with him. He died shortly afterwards, when the family
were in Singapore. After CTY’s mother, Jessie Helen, died
in 1946, he had re‐married a young friend of the family in
1948, Dorothy Joan, ‘Joanna’ (née Bullock‐Webster), and
then lived with her in Sonning, giving the main family
house, Formosa Fishery, to Gerry. The small box on the
sundial between them is, I think, a (4th birthday?) present
of FCY’s first watch, which would date the photo to around
June 1952.
With respect to the journey to Singapore, CTY again had to fly out a couple of
months early, and June, having rented out the new house and packed everything up again,
followed by sea, another 6‐week voyage through the Suez Canal, with the children and a
new nanny, a rather motherly ‘Nanny Jones’, who turned out to be an excellent seamstress.
Malaya was then still a British colony, and the (Chinese) communist guerrilla
invasion of 1948‐1950 supporting the post‐war Malayan Communist Party was largely
over, though ‘officially’ the state of emergency did not end until 1960, well after Malaya
became independent in 1957. This ‘war’ or ‘emergency action’ failed, largely through the
inspired actions of the British army and security forces, whereby they rounded up about
500,000 of the local villagers (many of whom then sympathised with the communists, as
they had formed an active resistance against the Japanese), and put them in 500 brand
new, fortified villages, and supplied them by armed convoy. Essentially they starved the
communists out, and, after a couple of years, there was no food available locally. When the
communists attacked the compounds, they exposed themselves to the well‐armed forces.14
CTY was thus later (somewhat rightly) contemptuous of the (larger, though essentially
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similar) situation in Vietnam, where the USA failed to do this, and (hence?) lost the war
there to the Communists.
Again, the boat trip out (on a Dutch liner, through the Suez Canal, the Red Sea,
across to Ceylon, and then to Singapore, with all expenses paid) took about 6 weeks. FCY
had turned 4, Jessica was 2, and it was all quite exciting – once the initial disappointment of
having to leave England had been got over. Kipling’s stories of The Jungle Books and The
JustSo Stories had proved popular reading on the way out, so it was not unexpected that,
on arrival in Singapore, on the journey from the harbour to the house, real live elephants
were seen, though they turned out actually to be from a visiting circus.
The house that was provided, at 2 Braddell Rise, was quite modern and built on a
steep hillside overlooking coconut palms and some slightly
swampy ‘jungle’, near to the Polo Club and the Macritchie
Reservoir. It was situated on a rather luxurious hillside estate
of British government houses, with a medium‐sized garden,
large sliding glass windows onto a patio, and all the bedrooms
(at least 4) were fitted with the obligatory frame for mosquito
nets, had interconnecting balconies to the cooler, north‐facing
side of the house.
There were several servants: Ah Chi (back row, right)
was the Chinese house manager and butler; there was
a Chinese cook, Ah Fong, and ‘Ahma’ (housekeeper:
front row, right), as well as Morsed, the Malay driver
for the black Daimler car that was also provided.
These, with their families, all lived in small outhouses,
attached to the main house.
There was also another dog, Thurber, that CTY
had got for the months spent by himself before the
family arrived, with a question‐mark shaped tail,
apparently named after the similarity to one of James
Thurber’s cartoons.
Post‐war colonial life then was very luxurious. Government‐paid servants did all the
basic house work and cooking, with June just having to ‘decide’ upon the menus. As a
family, we went swimming nearly every afternoon at the Tanglin Club; there were drinks
served in the evenings, with many dinner parties and social events. There is a photo of June
(next page), looking very glamorous, enjoying contact with an intense young man, almost
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children, and had travelled
half‐way across the world,
twice within 5 years.
FCY started ‘proper’
school out there in the
mornings, and very soon
learnt to swim, as most
afternoons were spent at the Tanglin pool and social club. Nanny Jones made many of their
clothes and also made similar outfits with the left‐overs for Jessica’s dolls, and a squashy
toy (beloved of FCY) called ‘Pookie’ (after the story
about a flying rabbit). She probably also made the Red
Indian costumes for a joint birthday party (June,
1953).
The Coronation festivities (also in June, 1953)
were spectacular, enlivened by a circus, and the
Chinese expertise in fireworks created memorable
fire‐breathing dragons at night on the Singapore River,
as well as the news that Edmund Hilary and Sherpa
Tensing had succeeded in climbing Mt. Everest.
Sometime after about 18 months out there, in
the summer of 1954, the family returned to the UK for
6 months ‘on leave’, sailing back and disembarking at
Naples and then journeying up through Italy, and then by the Blue Train from the south of
France. In Italy, they arrived at one town just as the Mille Miglia was going through. This
was a ‘thousand mile’ endurance race on ordinary roads, with spectators standing at the
road‐side. It was used as a platform for testing out sports cars, with famous racing drivers
like Stirling Moss and Enrico Fangio taking part, as well as the Germans, Hans Hermann
and Karl Kling. It was banned a few years later after a crash in 1957 that killed 11

spectators.15 FCY remembers the racing cars snarling through the town and watching them
from a hotel balcony.
The subsequent return to Britain and re‐occupation of Browne’s Lodge was very
restorative. Various family members came to stay, There was also a visit to Formosa
Fishery, where CTY’s elder brother, Jerry, lived. Later Jerry became a widower (his wife
Elisabeth, née Knatchbull‐Hugessen, was then quite ill, and she died of cancer in 1957), and
he lived in the British Embassy in Paris and at Formosa Fishery, with his 3 children,
George, Charles and Helen, his sister Joan, a widow, and her 2 children, Theo and Perdita.
The visit to Formosa Fishery was enlivened by Jerry rushing into Helen’s bedroom and
taking a pot shot with a shot gun at a fox in the garden that was after Helen’s rabbits. There
was also a white wooden footbridge over the backwater and a long rope hung from a wire
between two tall trees, so that one could stand on the footbridge and swing out over the
water and drop into the river, swimming back to a landing stage.
There was another visit, FCY remembers, to Geoffrey Winthrop Young, CTY’s uncle,
and his wife, Len. GWY had an impressive metal artificial leg, which did not prevent him
being a very well‐known mountain climber and educationalist. He helped Kurt Hahn, the
founder of Zalem School, find and start up Gordonstoun in Moray Scotland, and his son
later became the first English headmaster of Zalem.
And there was a visit, sometime around then, to CTY’s sister, Virginia (known as
‘Va’), Va was married to Noel ‘B’ Hutton, (later Sir Noel, KCBE), a Parliamentary Counsel,
and was living at that time in Maidstone, Kent, but they later moved to an impressive town
house in Dulwich. They had 4 children, William, Melissa, Ted and Dolly. This was probably
the first real contact with the ‘Young’ cousins, though June would have met them
occasionally earlier, when living in London.
At the end of the leave, the family returned to Singapore, with another 6‐week
journey out on another liner. June, and a new nanny for the children, an energetic young
Canadian girl called Caroline Burke, got off the ship at the Suez Canal and took a two‐day
bus excursion visit to the Pyramids (about 80 miles away). FCY also remembers the ‘gully‐
gully’ men (snake charmers and magicians) who came on board when the ship stopped at
Aden, producing numerous small yellow chicks from under eggcups and smashing
someone’s watch, wrapped in a handkerchief, only to restore it ‘magically’ from someone’s
breast pocket. There were also small boys who dived off the ship’s rail (40‐50 ft) into the
harbour for coins, risking the predation of sharks. The ship stopped again at Columbo,
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Ceylon, when FCY couldn’t go ashore as he had developed septicaemia from a splinter in
his thumb. The arrival back at Braddell Rise in Singapore was rapturous, re‐uniting with
the dog Thurber and the various servants, ‘Office’ and family friends, only spoilt by the
news that by FCY’s very special ‘Coronation glass’ had been broken by accident.
Caroline threw herself into
running a small nursery school for
Jessica and some other local ‘nursery
age’ children (including some Chinese
children) whilst FCY was attending a
‘proper’ school in the mornings.
Caroline was a great ‘sport’, climbing
trees and allowing herself to be tied
up and ‘sacrificed’ at the stake whenever the children played at being Red Indians (each
child had had a beautiful Red Indian costume made for them), which then inspired a
Cowboys and Indians ‘joint’’ birthday party in June of that year (1955), glamorised by the
appearance of a real army (Red Cross) jeep, driven by a nurse friend of the family, with a
real live bullet hole in it, from an unsuccessful ‘up country’ guerrilla ambush. Caroline’s
only ‘failing’ was a horror of snakes which FCY & Jessica exploited one day not only by
placing a realistic rubber snake on her pillow during a siesta, but also imprisoned her in
her bed by lacing a network of elastic bands between the posts that supported the
obligatory mosquito net. Her shriek of horror, followed by further shrieks of entrapment,
were lastingly impressive, as was the sight of her clearing the low wall between the
balconies as she stormed into the children’s’ bedroom rightfully to expiate her wrath.
There is a letter ‘home’ to “Pop” (GBR) written in
pencil on children’s notepaper (with a picture of a stripy
Eeyore‐type character) dated July 22 1955 from 2 Braddell
Rise, Singapore 20 saying: “I would like to be in your house in
England. I like you. I like your house. I like your dog. Love form
FREDERICK AND JESSICA” [Spellings are as stated; the word
‘England’ is written by June]. There is one picture inside of a
house with several “Snakse”, and another very well‐drawn
picture of another house with the word “JESSICA” on the
roof. It is hoped that this present document, by the same author(s), is slightly less
repetitive.

FCY and Jessica both went to a private dance class, run by Joybel Cowen, who had a
daughter ‘Cheesy’. They later moved to Hong Kong, and when all were back in England,
especially in the 1960s, there was further contact with them.
The Easter holiday that year was spent at a beach house near Changi (site of the
prison and prisoner‐of‐war camp, later made famous in the film ‘King Rat’), where Caroline
had her first experience of ‘hot’ chilli peppers: thinking they were a different sort of
tomato, she popped a whole one in her mouth, bit on it, and exploded. FCY got a fish eggcup
and Jessica an owl eggcup, as Easter presents.
The summer holiday of 1955 was spent ‘up
country’, with a road trip of about 300 miles
through Johor, and up the coast spending the
night in a hotel in Malacca, to a beach bungalow at
Port Dickson. There is a picture of Caroline and
the children in a tree on the beach at Port
Dickson.
That journey “up country” meant crossing
two rivers on small car ferries, with steep
concrete ramps either side. The ‘family’ car was a
lumbering American Ford with a sloping back,
which had a propensity to stall whenever the electrics got slightly wet. Predictably it
stalled coming off one of these ferries at the bottom of this steep concrete ramp. One on
June’s stories relates how CTY went to ask for help from an Army jeep waiting at the top of
the ramp for the ferry to disembark and returned with 2 massive Fijian soldiers who
pushed this monster of a car up the ramp as easily as anything.
Even as a child, FCY was aware of a slight tinge of ‘reverse’ racism in this often‐told
story, though the family was nominally quite open and relaxed. The children were ‘gently’
discouraged from too much contact with native children, though some of the Chinese
servants’ children attended Caroline’s nursery school and playgroup.
Life was pretty idyllic, punctuated by odd moments of humour, drama or trauma.
FCY later wrote a poem called ‘The Snake’ describing an incident that he never told his
parents about when he went illicitly out of the estate into the nearby ‘jungle’ with his dog
Thurber: this echoed elements of Kipling’s story about Rikki Tikki Tavi. There was another
incident when he, against the rules to stay in the drive, took his tricycle up onto the sloping
roadway above the drive and tried to negotiate the sharp right‐hand downhill corner, but
instead his front wheel went wide, ensconcing itself firmly into a concrete ditch (monsoon

drain) that lined each side of the roadway, and he shot over the handle bars, flying down
the hillside – a 6ft drop onto a concrete path that (luckily) only gave him a small scar on his
eyebrow.
June, who happened to see the accident from a window of the house must have had
a terrible shock, fearing the death of a second child. Jessica also had a slightly less dramatic
encounter with the sharp edge of a monsoon drain that also left a slight scar.
The days were long and much time was spent, by the children, running about the
estate with other children (and the dog) wearing shorts, sandals and little else. There were
the rounds of adult cocktail parties and dinners that epitomised the remaining shades of
colonial life. Eventually it was time to return ‘home’, though this was a slightly strange
concept as very little of the children’s life had actually been spent in England.
Back in Britain
In the April/ May of 1956, the family returned to Britain. When CTY’s father, Sir George,
had died in 1952, he had left a house in Spain, most of which had been left to CTY. Now was
the time to do something about this, and so the return journey by steamship was broken at
Gibraltar, and a visit was made to the house that he had owned, in a small fishing village on
the coast near Malaga. In this village, there was then only one pension to stay in, which had
a charcoal stove that no‐one (except the Spanish maid) could light. The substantial house
had been built in the previous century in the shape of a hollow square, with a glass roof
over the courtyard and a palm tree growing up through the roof. The grounds were laid out
as formal Spanish gardens, with gravelled paths and mature shady trees, and the nearby
beach had fishing boats pulled up on the sand, and fresh fish was purchased there. There
was a little cobbled square with a café in it and CTY’s father had also owned a couple of
shops adjacent to the house. He had bought this plot in the mid‐1930s when he was
attached to the British Embassy in Madrid. This was before the Spanish Civil War (1936‐9),
in which he briefly ran an ambulance service for the unsuccessful Royalist side, loosely
allied to the Republicans. With the success of the Nationalists (Fascists), led by General
Franco, he had been subsequently blacklisted, and he could never return to Spain. The
house had therefore been rented out for many years, looked after by a family
retainer/caretaker, Manuel, and yet was still full of old possessions, including some
antique Turkish pistols and swords that Sir George had collected, when attached to the
British Embassy in Istanbul, before the First World War.16 The remnants of these were
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later displayed on a board in Browne’s Lodge until stolen by burglars in the 1990s. This
Spanish house was sold to an American couple that promised to look after it faithfully.
However, it was all bulldozed in the 1960s when the tourist boom elevated the village,
Torremolinos, into a concrete jungle of hotel and highway development. FCY never went
back, though CTY did once, shortly after the sale, to ‘get out’ some of the money held in
Spain by the severe currency restrictions: he and a couple of friends from the office, Ken
Mills & Desmond Vesey, crossed the border at La Linea to Gibraltar with their pockets
stuffed with large denomination peseta notes – at one point, he ‘owned’ a million pesetas
(theough the exchange rate was about 150 to the £). Much of the ‘liberated’ money was
used to support his sister Joan, a part beneficiary, and his step‐mother, Joanna. June visited
Torremolinas a couple of times much later, after CTY’s death, when Manuel’s wife died and
the cottage, built for them in the 1950s, was eventually sold.
An aeroplane flight back from Gibraltar, FCY & Jessica’s first, completed the trip
home in the summer of 1956. The family settled back ‘home’ at Browne’s Lodge in Reigate
and was then destined to remain in the UK, except for holiday visits abroad. Whilst the
Reigate house definitely was ‘home’, it had been bought in 1951/2 and had never been
lived in properly by the family. Initially, the two children slept in the bedroom to the left of
the landing, overlooking West Street, later to become Jessica’s room, and, later still, the
bedroom of June’s various lodgers and companions. FCY was moved upstairs to the attic
floor (probably in about autumn 1956 or spring 1957), when he remembers his father
distempering the walls, and had a bedroom overlooking the garage and cedar tree.
Browne’s Lodge was a Georgian
brick‐built house, with three storeys and
a basement, built about in 1784, with a
double Mansard roof, having a deep gully
in the middle that could be used for illicit
roof excursions and occasional nude sun‐
bathing. It was dominated on one side by
the traffic diverging either side, around a
statuesque cedar of Lebanon and a rather
mysteriously ‘sacked’ from there for some unknown (or unmentionable, possibly licentious) offence,
which did not prevent him holding other diplomatic posts later. In August 1914, he was attached to the
Speaker’s Office in the House of Commons, as CTY was born in a room in the wing of the Houses of
Parliament, parallel to Westminster Bridge and facing Boadicea’s statue, in the shadow of Big Ben. He,
and Geoffrey, then helped to run an ambulance service for civilians in Ypres, sponsored by the
Quakers, during the early years of the First World War. An account of this is also in The Grace of
Forgetting. Later, he was attached to the British Embassy in Spain.

inconveniently sized garage built shortly after the return from Singapore. Backing the car
into this garage from the opposite side of Upper West Street against a stream of oncoming
traffic was an acquired art, as the projecting wooden doorframes bore witness to. On the
other side (as in the photo, taken from the east) was a lovely walled garden framed by two
rows of lime trees that allowed a lot of privacy and safety for the children and dogs.
There was an old wine cellar in the garden that had been converted into a goldfish
pond, with a fountain that was eventually brought back into functioning, and this recessed
area, set around with roughly shaped box bushes and yew trees, provided much play space,
adventure, hide and seek places, as well as the opportunity to earn money by clearing out
the summer duckweed.
The large American Ford car had been shipped home, paid for by the government,
and was then sold for the ‘extraordinary’ amount of £150. June, who sold it, had never held
so much money in cash, and came into FCY’s bedroom (he was sick with measles or
something at the time) and threw it all in the air saying, “I’ve always wanted to do
something like that.” As a comparison, the price of a large white uncut loaf of bread
increased that year from eleven pence halfpenny to 1 shilling (now 5p).
The au pairs also slept on the top floor, and there were two guest rooms for visitors
and a rather cold bathroom. The first floor, which also contained June & Courtenay’s
bedroom, CTY’s dressing room, and Jessica’s bedroom, had a large room overlooking the
garden This was ‘The Nursery’, and this was much in use in those early years, with the au
pairs providing breakfasts, and tea after school for the children, sent up by lift from the
floor below. The lift went all the way down to the basement and the original kitchen there,
and was part of many later games of hide‐and‐seek, as were the back stairs that ran from
the basement floor all the way up to the attic floor. The main stairs just connected the
ground floor with the first floor, via a mezzanine containing an bathroom and toilet.
Caroline, the energetic Canadian nanny, had returned home to Canada, and was
replaced by a couple of slightly stodgy Swiss and German au pairs: Evelyn (Lequint) from
Lausanne, and Jutta (?). FCY and Jessica initially went to a small school, Micklefield, in
Somers Road, Reigate, up near the station, which still exists as a school: a longish 20
minutes walk away. FCY was only at Micklefield for about 6 months, until he was 8, and
then went to a boys preparatory school, Burys Court, situated about 5 miles to the south of
Reigate, in the countryside, on the outskirts of a village called Leigh. It was bounded by the
river Mole, that periodically flooded very impressively in the winter, sometimes preventing
access to the school and climbing trees and making camps in the school grounds gave him a
lot of freedom.

There is a school photo of him there in his first summer (sitting rather glumly in the
front row.: 5th from the right). He was there initially as a day boy, going by bus and being
bussed home by mini‐van, for about 4 years; then as a weekly boarder for a year or so,
coming home at weekends, in order to ‘prepare’ him for the inevitable separation of public
school.

Jessica was still at Micklefield, until she took her 11+ exams, and then she went to
Reigate County School for Girls. She says she was incredibly unhappy in her 2nd year there,
due to other girls’ clique‐ness, but pretty much all right before and afterwards.
CTY commuted to London each weekday, walking to Reigate station with hat, suit,
and umbrella, stocking up on cigarettes (he smoked 60 untipped Players a day) and buying
a copy of The Times, so that he could do the crossword on the train. He always sat in the
same corner of the same compartment, as did respectively 3 other fellow travellers, all
doing The Times crossword in their own corners. They first scanned the news, and then,
after the train got to Redhill (which sometimes involved a change) started on the
crossword in earnest, all working individually: answers to clues were only allowed to be
swapped when they changed trains and platforms at Clapham Junction for the final stretch
to Victoria Station. Only very occasionally did someone else in the various government
ministries that they worked for have to be rung up for the answer to ‘12 Down’ r ‘3 across’
once the office was reached. There is an archetypal story about CTY (though his first name
is spelt incorrectly) doing the Times crossword in Peter Wright’s Spycatcher book,17 but
this story is also incorrectly ascribed, as CTY often told this story about M.R. James, author
of several macabre ghost stories, and a Provost of Kings College, Cambridge (CTY’s college)
and then Eton College (1918‐1936).
CTY worked at Leconfield House in Curzon Street, with the pubs of the attractive
Shepherd Market readily available for a bar lunch, or a longish walk down to Piccadilly and
then into Pall Mall to his club, the Oxford & Cambridge, for a longer and more leisurely
17
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lunch. His daily return home was usually lubricated first by a pint at the pub at Victoria
Station, and then by a couple of pints in the Blue Anchor, the pub across the road from
Browne’s Lodge, and he usually brought another 2 pints home in a quart bottle. His
evenings he spent mostly listening to the radio, tuned to either (what is now) BBC Radio 3
or 4, smoking, and reading voraciously and occasionally discussing something with June,
though he hated talking about money or deeply emotional things. This sort of ‘cut‐off’ male
lifestyle, with a surfeit of alcohol and cigarettes, was not unusual in the mid‐1950s.
June, being a non‐smoker and very rarely touching alcohol, partially through choice
and partially because of her Christian Science beliefs, must have barely tolerated it, though
at times, and especially when he might have been bought an extra whisky or similar in the
pub, there was a palpable air of silent disapproval. His physical balance was not good, as he
had had a bout of polio as a child leaving the muscles in one leg somewhat weakened. He
only fell a few times, once down stairs, once cracking a rib; but this really only happened
when slightly under the influence.
June had found a married couple, the Evans’, to act as live‐in caretakers in the
basement of Browne’s Lodge. Mrs Evans came up and ‘did’ (housework) a couple of days
per week, and she also worked in the Ellen Terry nursing home on the other side of
Reigate. Mr Evans kept the massive coke boiler stoked, brought up coal for the occasional
house fires, and did some other odd jobs, both in exchange for a fairly low (nominal) rent.
This arrangement lasted for many years. They sometimes provided a welcome retreat for
the children as they had a TV! CTY, being rightly somewhat conservative about the
perniciousness of television, initially only allowed one to be hired occasionally during the
holidays in the early years, but later, at the beginning of the 1960s, after the au pairs had
departed, a television was installed in ‘the nursery’ and he would come up and watch Dr
Who, the Boat Race, and the Queen’s Christmas broadcast: but
that was about it!
June’s father, GBR, left Romney and moved to Tunbridge
Wells. He had given up his beloved Labradors and opted for a
long‐legged, black and white, fox terrier called ‘Mark’. GBR
visited Reigate quite regularly, and also there were visits to
Tunbridge Wells, the Toad rocks, the Pantiles and other ‘treats.
There is a picture of June, FCY, Jessica and Mark on the terrace
at Tunbridge Wells in about 1957.

Soon after their return to the UK, Dorothy (DBR), called ‘Granny’ by the children,
bought a large house that had been physically split into two, on the other side of Reigate
Heath, about 1 mile away. She lived there for many years with her Siamese cats, replacing
one with another, as and when. The well‐known scientist, Herman Bondi, lived in the other
‘half’ of the house. The house at Buckland Corner had a large garden and masses of
raspberries and wild blackberries, so summer and autumn weekends were often spent
picking, with deliciously stained fingers, and with baskets and walking sticks to ‘crook’
down high branches. In the wintertime, she was occasionally snowed in, and milk and
bread were ‘delivered’ by June and the children, walking up the drive towing a little red
painted sledge with a box of necessaries tied onto it. There was also the occasional
Christmas carol party there, as she had a Beckstein baby grand piano that was put into use
then. Otherwise, as a Christian Science practitioner, she ‘worked’ for people, helping them
to pray and ‘correct their thinking’, so often ‘healing the sick’, and occasionally making
rather remarkable cures. This had become her life’s work. She dropped into Browne’s
Lodge regularly and used to park in the garage area, under the cedar tree, in order to do
her shopping in Reigate. And, of course, she came over to large parties, birthdays,
Christmas and other family celebrations.
DBR attended the Christian Science church in Dorking and occasionally one of the
children would go to a service there with her. June mostly attended a Christian Science
church on the edge of Redhill for a while, until it closed in the early 1960s, and then
attended the Dorking church, where she became a ‘Reader’ – the person who led the
services – for a while. She also helped out a lot in the Christian Science Reading Room.
Just down the lane from DBR’s house was a riding stables, and the children learnt to
ride horses here. Reigate Heath was within (longish) walking distance from Browne’s
Lodge, and had an old windmill with a very small chapel inside, surrounded by a golf
course. The other main recreation area was Reigate Priory grounds, and the dogs were
often exercised there. The Castle grounds, boasting a lake with ducks, and a ruined castle
with caves underneath, (where (apparently) the Magna Charta was drafted) were very
close. There was also Reigate Hill, part of the North Downs, with an impressive escarpment
that rose over Reigate, topped by massive beech stands and (in spring) impressive bluebell
woods. Reigate High Street was – in those days – still filled with a variety of small stores,
bakeries, butchers, and florists, as well as boasting a Woolworths and a Boots. A 15‐minute
walk met most shopping needs.
There were two dogs: ‘Kitchie’, a pedigree chocolate dachshund who had had an
unfortunate accident with a car which had run over her tail and caused it to be amputated.

She had two or three litters of puppies over the years and FCY had to write out the
pedigrees. ‘Mark’ was later inherited from June’s father, GBR, who died in 1960. After a
dog‐free period, eventually the two dogs were somewhat reluctantly replaced by a rather
stupid Springer spaniel that Jessica (then about 15) adored. June was not really a dog
person, but tolerated them – as she did many things in her life.
Over these years, as the 1950s stretched into the early 1960s, there were many
cocktail parties, garden parties, people visiting for weekends at Browne’s Lodge – often
with formal two or three course meals, usually cooked exclusively by June: CTY could
really only boil an egg and make tea and toast, though
he often helped with the washing up.
There were visits to Formosa (particularly
around the sudden death of Jerry in 1960 from a brain
tumour when serving as British Minister at the
Embassy in Paris); and several visits to CTY’s step‐
mother, Joanna, who lived in Sonning and also visited
Reigate: (see photo with CTY & children in fancy dress,
probably autumn 1956 – Jessica’s wonderful Spanish
dress (with castanets) had been acquired during the
visit to Spain); with later occasional longer stays at
June’s cousin, ‘Val’, who lived on a farm estate, with a
run‐down country house, Millaton, outside Bideford,
Devon.
One summer holiday in the late 1950’s (probably 1957) was spent at an
appropriately named ‘Pansy Cottage’ at the village of Trevalga, near Tintagel, in Cornwall,
with some long, hot days spent on the beach at Trebarwith (one day with cousin Val,
husband Ron, a parcel of children, and a very large dog) and a couple of evenings spent
mackerel fishing out of Boscastle harbour. Another (possibly when CTY had to drive down
through France to Spain with office colleagues, Ken Mills and Desmond Vesey, to collect
some of the residue of his father’s estate blocked by currency restrictions) was spent on a
trip to Scotland with DBR, and the children, driving up through the Lake District to spend a
week on the Isle of Arran, and then on to see Loch Lomond and back down, staying in
various B&Bs on the way. The Kennedy clan connection (a tenuous Scottish link to the
Irish Kennedys: see Appendix.) was elaborated on then.
Life at home was settling down. The ‘Visitor’s Book’ from Browne’s Lodge – which
was kept fairly religiously (with the occasional signature cut out from a thank‐you letter ‐

officially a “Collins’ ‐ when the visitor had left without signing) shows (amongst others) in
this period: Joybel Cowen, a friend from Singapore, visiting in 1955 and 1956, sometimes
with her daughter, ‘Cheesy’; Pilleo, an old friend who had lived in Reigate as a child and
taught the children Canasta, visiting regularly; Joanna, CTY’s step‐mother, several times in
1956 and later with a companion, Phyllis Merton; Joan, CTY’s sister and Theo, her son,
several times in 1956‐7; Geoffrey Winthrop Young and Eleanor (Len) in May 1957; Alethea
(Gerry’s sister‐in‐law); GBR (‘Pop’), quite regularly throughout 1956‐8; Jennifer & Patrick
Thompson, Val’s children from Devon, a couple of times in 1959‐60, and regularly in the
mid‐1960s; Diana Sparks, a friend who also lived with Alethea – both war‐time colleagues;
Dorothy Billing, an old nanny, resident now with ‘Va’ to help take care of ‘Dolly’, who had
Down’s Syndrome; and George & Charles, CTY’s ‘orphaned’ nephews, in 1961.
Another summer holiday, possibly in 1960, was spent on a two‐week package
holiday visit to Puerto de Pollensa in Majorca, with some days spent, after an hour’s ferry
ride, on the very pleasant beach at Formentor, long before it became fashionable and
exclusive, and another day spent lazily on a boat, with CTY snorkelling and FCY diving for
clam shells.
As the 1950s drew to a close, it might have felt that the family had survived the
various international turmoils, the ‘Cold War’, the threat of petrol rationing (again) during
the Suez crisis, the increase of socialism, and maintained its aura of privilege and
conservatism. The ‘old values’ were proving ‘solid and true’. Nothing indicated the social
revolutions that were to follow. An elderly acquaintance, Violet Mulford, who had replaced
the au pairs living in the upstairs bedroom for few months to give June some help around
the house, died suddenly of a heart attack one Saturday morning in about 1960. But
everything else seemed relatively stable.
June almost certainly saw herself as being the ‘central person in the family, being
the wife and mother, and ensuring that the home had a stable central core. In this, at this
time, she was remarkably successful. As CTY’s sister‐in‐law and then brother Jerry died,
June became a slightly distant surrogate to the orphaned children. Helen has very fond
memories of her kindness and CTY subsidised Charles at one point when he had left the
LSE and took a post in Zambia. Theo, also fatherless, took a particular shine to CTY and
visited frequently. His quirky humour was always welcome in Reigate, and he was doubly
welcomed as he was not averse to getting into the pond and clearing it of duckweed.
CTY’s work in this period of the late 1950s was dominated by ‘mole’ hunting.
Burgess & Maclean had fled to Russia in 1951, but Kim Philby, who was a family friend and
a guest at their wedding, and who had flirted with June at cocktail parties, was increasingly

suspected of being a traitor from about 1955 onwards, until he too eventually fled to
Russia in 1963. There were still rumours of a wider spy ‘ring’, though the other members,
Blunt (who had given June art history lessons before the war), & Cairncross, were not
publicly identified until much later, in 1979, well after CTY’s death, but Thatcher admitted
he had ‘confessed’ 15 years earlier, so CTY would have known about him.
During the late 1950s, there was increasing evidence of a ‘Portland’ network of
spies, and Gordon Lonsdale, a KGB master spy, was caught and convicted of ‘running’ this
network, consisting of Harry Houghton, Ethel Gee, Paul & Helen Kroger, and a few others.
One of CTY’s colleagues, Peter Wright, in his autobiography Spycather claimed his own
involvement, but I do not know how much CTY was directly involved in the actual
‘catching’ work then, though – from a couple of things dropped – he was probably involved
peripherally. Whilst the ultimate arrests were gratifying, they were also very disturbing.
In 1961, George Blake was exposed by a Polish defector, and John Vassal was
exposed by a KGB defector, Golitsyn, who also knew about the Cambridge ‘Five’, identified
Philby, and suggested several other names. Philby, Burgess and Blunt were all members of
the ‘Apostles’ an elite and secret debating society, centred around Trinity College,
Cambridge in the 1930s: this was CTY’s old college, though they were not exact
contemporaries. John Cairncross & Michael Straight, also much later also identified as
‘Cambridge’ spies, were also ‘Apostles’. CTY must have been ‘suspected’ (but perhaps only
by association) and he must have also been ‘cleared’ a number of times, especially as the
various revelations unfurled. This might have contributed to his lack of promotion: “better
safe than sorry” but all this suspicion and ‘turning oneself inside out’ also would have
affected him personally and deeply, but probably only June knew exactly how much. They
both definitely felt betrayed by Kim Philby. Jessica later, totally unwittingly, called her
dopey Springer spaniel ‘Kim’, though probably more because of the Kipling story, though in
his own way that particular ‘Kim’ was also a spy, recruited into the ‘Great Game’.
The 1960s
The 1960s did not open particularly propitiously as June’s father, Gordon (GBR), died in
October 1960, after a month or so of illness. He had moved several years earlier from New
Romney to a large detached house in a secluded estate, Calverly Park, in Tonbridge Wells,
with a live‐in widowed house‐keeper, Mrs Pearce. The family had visited Tonbridge Wells a
few times since their return from abroad, especially during some of the Easter holidays.
There were some rather spectacular rock formations, Frog Rocks, on the outskirts of
Tonbridge Wells that had acted as a playground for scrambling on and playing castles for

the children. He visited regularly at Reigate. June, who had been to‐ing and fro‐ing during
his illness, was then kept very busy for a while, acting as his executor, selling the Tonbridge
Wells house, taking over the care of his long‐legged fox terrier Mark, and also the large
modern gas cooker he had bought, only about a year earlier, with a substantial Premium
Bond win. This cooker was to grace the Browne’s Lodge kitchen for the next 40 years. He
had left quite a considerable estate,18 due to his somewhat exceptional ability, during his
retirement, to ‘play’ the stock market, with most of the money being put in trust for the 2
grandchildren, and June getting most of the interest of this for life.19 June was the residual
beneficiary, due to the earlier separation from Dorothy. A new Ford car, a Cortina, was duly
purchased.
There were visits to Henley Regatta, in a punt with Joanna; and June visited
America, by herself (though with a friend), and visited the Christian Science ‘Mother
Church’ in Boaston.
FCY, having sat the 11+, the (Grammar School) entrance exam, totally unprepared,
and only just failed, despite having a very high IQ score, passed his ‘Common Entrance’
exams from Burys Court remarkably well (having been well prepared) at age 13, and so,
probably with the help of the extra income from Gordon’s estate, it was decided to send
him to Charterhouse public school in Godalming in the January of 1961. This school was
about a 1½ hours’ drive from Reigate, mostly along the A25, and, since the headmaster,
Brian Young, was CTY’s second cousin, it seemed like a good idea at the time.
It was still almost de rigeur for any boy of that social class to go to public school, and
anyway FCY’s name had been put down for CTY’s college (Trinity) at birth: there were also
a couple of boys from Burys Court there, one – the brother of Joanna Trollope – lived in
Reigate. Had CTY gone to Eton, like his elder brother Jerry, FCY might well have been sent
there, but CTY had gone to Zalem (the originator of Gordonstoun), and both of these
possibilities, probably considered, seemed much too far away.
Jessica stayed home going to school in Reigate, and life progressed reasonably
smoothly in the early 1960s. However, the beginnings of the Cambridge ‘spy’ scandal had
already broken, with Burgess & Maclean fleeing to Russia, followed shortly by Kim Philby,
a fairly close friend of CTY’s. Both June and CTY were quite shocked at this and FCY was
then let into the ‘secret’ that his father worked in MI5, after someone had made some

GBR’s estate was valued at £93,681 (net) for probate. He re‐made his will presumably during his last
illness, when in a nursing home, Ferndale, at the end of August 1960
19 Dorothy received ¼ of the income “during the remainder of her life”, as he “had already made other
provision”.
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somewhat inebriated comment at a summer drinks party and FCY had asked questions as
to what was meant.
Prior to that the only breach in security (sic) was when FCY, when staying with June
and Jessica at June’s cousin Val’s in Devon in about 1958/9, had sent a postcard to CTY in
Reigate with a picture of Dartmoor Prison, with a cross on one of the cell windows, with
the (joke) inscription “I escaped from here yesterday” as well as some other news. The local
postmistress in Bideford had read this postcard (inevitably), and the police had been
notified as a prisoner had actually escaped that week. CTY was awakened on a Sunday
morning by a policeman knocking on the door and asked to prove his identity, which
meant that he had to ‘break’ security and tell them something of his work. He wasvery
annoyed at this.
This was also when the James Bond books first came out. CTY, who knew Ian
Fleming from the war‐time ‘Office’ was quite scathing about him, but he also quite enjoyed
the books. CTY’s only literary achievement, in public print, was when he ‘ghost’ wrote a
book for Alexander Foote, A Handbook for Spies, a Soviet spy who had run the ‘Lucy’ spy‐
ring in Switzerland during the war and was almost certainly an MI6 double‐agent, hence
possibly CTY’s involvement.20
There is a photo of June in the
garden at Reigate taken in the 1960s,
possibly on her way to a semi‐formal
occasion

(indicated

by

her

wearing

matching pink and her pearls).
Around

this

time,

dry

rot

reappeared in Browne’s Lodge, this time in
the eaves of the Mansard roof, which
involved erecting massive amounts of
scaffolding; fixing the rot and rebuilding the small walls guarding the attic windows;
replacing the wooden cornice with a fibreglass moulding; and getting everything approved
in triplicate by English Heritage, as it was a Grade 2 listed building. There was also a plaque
on the West side made of Coade stone that was of particular architectural interest.21 Whilst
this was all quite stressful, June thrived on coping with such organisational matters.
FCY had become increasingly unhappy at Charterhouse. He was getting into
constant conflict and difficulties with his housemaster (who was a bit of an idiot); behaving
20
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some what delinquently; stealing; cutting classes; his academic record plummeted; he was
making up fantasies; and – after some deep soul searching – he was sent to a psychiatrist in
Wimpole Street twice a week, making the journey to central London from Godalming and
back by himself. This initially caused him to feel even more different from the other boys.
DBR went over and took him out from the school at weekends occasionally, but eventually,
in the spring of 1965, he managed to get himself expelled. Unconsciously, this was perhaps
the best long‐term result for him, but the shame bit deep for a long while. This, of course,
was also very distressing for June, and – like most mothers with ‘difficult’ teenagers, she
really just didn’t know what to do.
Eventually, after 18 months of being at a crammer in London and attending the City
of Westminster College (where he reconnected with Alethea and Cheesy) he passed his A‐
levels and went to the Oxford Polytechnic.
Jessica also went to Oxford at this time,
and was at Beechlawn for a year, learning
French (amongst other things), and then went
to a ‘finishing school’ in Switzerland, before
going to Exeter University in about 1969.
There is a photo of ‘Granny’ (DBR), CTY and
Jessica, taken possibly around the time she
was studying at Exeter University, probably
taken by June.
Their cousin, Helen, was also studying
in Oxford, and her boyfriend, Digby (whom she
later married), sold FCY a vintage (1938) Riley
Victor car, which he loved. A second, less successful purchase, later languished in DBR’s
drive for a year or so. FCY had also started to make his own friends, some from a holiday
he had taken in France in the summer of 1966, and get an identity for himself, separate
from the family, so he started to settle down and enjoy life a little more.
One of her other cousins, on her father’s side, from an elder brother Nevill, was Paul
Brinley Richards, an Army officer, who with his wife, Ivy, lived for a while in Reigate. Ivy
and June were both ‘invited’ to the current Prince of Wales, Charles’ investiture at
Carmarthen in July 1969, on the strength of the Brinley Richards legacy. Apparently they
are seated somewhere in this picture (next page).

The 1970s
At the turn of the 1970s, DBR moved from
the Buckland Corner house, first to a flat
behind Peter Jones, off Sloane Square, as
well as eventually buying a rather nasty little
bungalow in Dorking, so as still to be close to
June and the Dorking Church. However, she
was increasingly unable to look after herself
there and, in about 1973, began to become considerably less mobile, so June installed her
in the large attic bedroom upstairs at Browne’s Lodge for a while, ‘doing’ up the bathroom
and putting in an electric ring, as well as the kettle etc. used for visitor’s breakfast tea.
FCY had left his degree course at the Oxford Polytechnic in 1970 and was teaching
in a small, boys preparatory school in Brackley, near Banbury. There he met Heather
Brunskell, the sister‐in‐law of a fellow teacher, and, during a visit to Reigate in September
1971, after he had been away for a couple of months sailing in the Atlantic, they conceived
Justin.
A difficult and upsetting period followed, especially as Heather had just re‐started
her university education by going to Newcastle University, but they eventually decided to
get married in the Brackley registry office just before Christmas. June attended the
wedding, but CTY didn’t – nominally because ‘something had come up’ suddenly at ‘The
Office’. Jessica was still studying down at Exeter University. June generously gave FCY a car
so as he could commute at weekends (being still at Brackley) to and from Newcastle and
the increasingly pregnant Heather. Her first grandchild, Daniel Justin, was born in June
1972, in Newcastle, and she and CTY visited FCY, Heather and the new baby, now living out
the school year, back in Brackley. There was some further contact during a short visit to
Reigate later that summer, during which June alienated Heather for a while by ‘taking over’
the new baby. And this happened again during a rather disastrous summer ‘holiday’ week
with CTY, FCY, Heather and Justin, known as ‘Daniel’ then, spent at Millom, on the coast
near the Lake District. FCY moved to Newcastle to finish his Economics degree, living in a
flat in Jesmond with Heather and the baby, and there were occasional visits to Reigate over
the next two years.
Jessica had left Exeter in the summer of 1972 and had started to work in London,
firstly in a publishing company, and staying at DBR’s flat off Sloane Square. She had also
started ‘going out’ with Paul Staddon, who she had met at Exeter and whom she was to
marry later. June and CTY had a fortnight’s holiday together in Greece about this time.

But June’s main focus then reverted to the increasing care of her mother, and also
towards CTY, whose health had also started to deteriorate. He had earlier (late 1960s, early
1970s) felt ‘passed over’ for a promotion to becoming a ‘Director’ at the ‘Office’, which he
felt he rightfully deserved, but a mild bout of epilepsy had (apparently) technically
prevented. His increased drinking might have also had something to do with it, but that
had never proved a problem to promotion for anyone else in the ‘Office’ previously. CTY
had recently been moved ‘sideways’ into writing an official, but unpublished, ‘history’ of
the Service, and then taken an early retirement, just about the time that Jessica started
working there in 1973/4. He had had a ‘mild’ cancer scare, with a small operation on a
benign (non‐malignant) tumour in his jaw that left him with a slight speech impediment in
the summer of 1974. Heather, now just pregnant again, and Daniel visited in June, whilst
FCY finished off his dissertation for a (Post)Grad. Cert. Ed., still based in Newcastle.
CTY died in August 1974, shortly after his 60th birthday, technically from a cerebral
haemorrhage. He had been increasingly ‘suffering’ from bouts of ‘benign’ cancer in his jaw:
no doubt a direct cause from smoking 60 un‐tipped cigarettes a day for most of the
previous 30‐40 years. This had caused the first operation, which resulted in his speech
being slurred considerably. But he was now due to have another, more serious one, which
would have involved major surgery on his jaw and thyroid area. An old friend of his had
just had a similar operation, and CTY had visited him and come away deeply shocked at the
debilitating result. He then had the cerebral haemorrhage during the night a few days later
and never recovered consciousness. June’s initial theory was that he had ‘opted out’
somehow at this point: though she soon dropped this for the family predilection for non‐
discussion (silence) about difficult topics. I happen to think that there was also an element
of fear or foreboding there as well, as he would have hated living with such a disability.
FCY, Heather (pregnant with Gudrun) and Justin all came down again from
Newcastle for the funeral, though FCY had only just started his first teaching job (as a
probationary teacher in Gateshead, Newcastle) and so had to return immediately
afterwards. The funeral was held at the Surrey Crematorium, near Redhill, and was very
well attended, with many people speaking very moved and even gushingly, about how
wonderful a friend CTY had been, and how charming and witty he was. Whilst all this was
much appreciated, there was still a massive and shocking hole left in June’s life. She was
now a widow at 45, with her two surviving children both grown up and living away from
home. She had never really been employed, had always had help and assistance around the
house, and – now that CTY was gone – she did not really know what to do with herself.

The other separative ‘shock’ around this time was that DBR had to be moved into a
nursing home in Nutfield, the other side of Redhill. The arrangement in the attic was
increasingly untenable and DBR, never slim, had put on a lot of weight and become too
heavy for June to help her out of the bath, etc. I think this happened during the year shortly
after CTY’s death.
And the third ‘separative’ shock was that Jessica got married to Paul the next
summer (1975), with the wedding held in Reigate Parish Church, and the reception at
Browne’s Lodge. Whilst this was all very appropriate, and inevitably well‐organised, it took
its toll and, at the wedding, June started to manifest openly the symptoms of the bipolar
disorder that was to dominate the next several years of her life.
There was first about 15 months of depression, during which time she stayed a lot
with Jessica & Paul at DBR’s flat off Sloane Square, putting a severe strain on the newly‐
weds. She managed to be persuaded to visit FCY and the family, now living in Leiston,
Suffolk, so as to be close to A.S. Neill’s Summerhill school. FCY was teaching in the local
High School, having (rather surprisingly) got a permanent job half‐way through his
probationary year. And there was a new grandchild, Jude Aaron, born in September 1976,
after a somewhat stressful pregnancy.
Heather’s sister had been staying with them for several months (having left her
husband in Africa just before Easter) as her two girls were boarding at school at
Summerhill, just around the corner from FCY & Heather’s new home, still also being
worked on. With all the stress, Heather had very nearly miscarried the baby that May,
though she managed to go to full term by a rigorous regime of rest. June was persuaded to
visit, one weekend, at about the beginning of October, and then suddenly ‘snapped out’ of
her depression, drove all the way back to Reigate, and then returned to Suffolk, where she
had to be literally ‘thrown out’ of the house, as she had become totally manic and they
really couldn’t cope with her mania and the new baby.
That winter of 1976‐77 saw her beginning to fill the house in Reigate with ‘junk’
(including several marble fireplaces being ‘rescued’ from some houses being knocked
down in Reigate). She was later stabilised on Lithium Carbonate and there followed several
years of mood swings on about a 9‐month cycle. Jessica and Paul inevitably bore the brunt
of these throughout the mid‐1970s.
At one point in the early 1980s, she disappeared for 3 days, only to later confess
that she had gone on a cross‐Channel ferry and contemplated throwing herself into the sea.
There was another (partial) suicide attempt that ended in a hospital admission.
Fortunately these were the exceptions, rather than the rule, and the manic‐depression

(nowadays called bipolar disorder) continued to affect her, either lesser or more,
depending on the regulatory taking of her medication throughout the rest of her life. She
had also learnt to hide it reasonably well: her early social training of not showing emotion
had some benefits. Some people noticed that she spoke rather long and garrulously about
people that one had never heard of, or went ‘quiet’ for a number of weeks, not responding
to phone calls or letters.
There were now 3 grandchildren, all aged under 5: Justin Daniel (born June, 1972),
Gudrun Rachael (born Dec, 1974) and Jude Aaron (born Sept, 1976). FCY was teaching full‐
time at Leiston High School in Suffolk, and he and his family were living at 1 Kitchener
Road, Leiston: a short walk away from Summerhill School; and a bike ride away from the
beach by Sizewell Power Station.
There is a photo of the 3 children (front row
centre, with red, white and blue stripy socks: Jude
being 9 months old), taken at a street party on Jubilee
Day (June 1977).
Jessica unfortunately seemed unable to have
any children, although she tried out various medical
investigations throughout the early years of her
marriage. She and Paul had moved from the Sloane Square flat after DGR’s death in 1979,
to a house in Stockwell, which they proceeded to ‘do up’ – this involved attending evening
classes in bricklaying etc. and eventually their efforts all paid off. They also became
enamoured with a series of chocolate Labrador dogs that descended eventually into about
5 generations.
The 1980s
In 1979, FCY and Heather separated and FCY moved down to London to start training in a
form of body‐oriented psychotherapy. A year later, having first learnt to drive, Heather and
the children moved to south London, where there was a day school run as a parent‐teacher
cooperative along Summerhill lines. This was Kirkdale School, in Kirkdale, near Sydenham,
established in a Victorian house with a large garden that was (eventually) scheduled for
demolition. The freedom of the school and the contact with other children after the years
of home education were welcomed. June began to visit regularly, driving up from Reigate.
Heather and the children lived initially in a squat, and then moved to a housing
association house a few minutes drive away from the school. Heather started a relationship
with one of the teachers at the school, Alex Evans, and just after Christmas 1982, on

Gudrun’s 8th birthday (and much to her initial disgust), Heather gave birth, at home, to her
4th child, Curdie.
FCY meanwhile, half‐way through his psychotherapy training in Acton, had gone for
a visit to the Findhorn Foundation, a spiritual community in north‐east Scotland,22 and had
met someone there, Catherine Brislee, who soon afterwards came and lived with him in
north London, in a housing association house in 14 Lithos Road, West Hampstead (also
eventually demolished). After a year or so, she too became pregnant and was delivered,
after some difficulty and a Caesarian section, of a girl, Rhiannon in July 1983. There were
now 5 children in the extended family, and – to June’s great credit – she treated them all
equally and very generously.
During this period in the mid‐1980s, Heather and Alex’s housing association house
in Forest Hill had to be extensively revamped (which took well over a year) and involved
several moves, and a longish period living back in Leiston during 1986‐7, with Gudrun
going to Summerhill, and Justin and Jude going to local state schools. June maintained
regular contact and stayed as a main (and very necessary and welcomed) support. They
eventually returned to live with Alex’s parents near Paddington for a while and were then
re‐installed in Tyson Road, near Forest Hill.
Having finished his psychotherapy training, and worked for a couple of years in
various jobs in London, FCY, Catherine and Rhiannon (now about 2½), moved up to
Findhorn in the summer of 1986. He came back down to do an additional contract in the
first winter there, moving back in the spring of 1987. They were to stay there for a long
time, somewhat restricting further contact with ‘Granny June’ by distance, though FCY
travelled down to London nearly every month ‘on business’ and thus maintained a degree
of contact with the Forest Hill family. June came up and visited at Findhorn a couple of
times, but the mental distance of anything much ‘north of Watford’, precluded regular
contact. June liked driving a lot – but not very long distances – and visited many other parts
of the country, sometimes tracing her Brinley Richards family, or sometimes visiting other
relations and acquaintances.
As Heather had never managed to finish her first degree because of having children,
she started to study again and, after Curdie’s birth, managed to get first a degree in
sociology, then an Masters, and eventually (in 2009) a Ph.D. When starting the Masters
degree in 1987, she had just been offered a prestigious place in Birmingham and was
considering commuting there on a regular basis when Alex was diagnosed, not with
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tuberculosis (as was initially thought) but with terminal lung cancer. She immediately
switched her degree to Goldsmiths in New Cross, and they began to investigate both
traditional and alternative cancer remedies: but to no avail. Alex died about 15 months
later in the spring of 1989, shortly after a private wedding ceremony with Heather.
Heather was now a widow at 40, with 4 small children. Alex’s death at 34 affected
the whole family very deeply. He was a quiet and gentle man, deeply affectionate, quietly
intelligent, and very caring and considerate. Justin was about 17, struggling (not a little),
though basically coping at the local comprehensive; Gudrun at 15 was beginning to
develop her astonishing intellectual capabilities; Jude at 12, during Alex’s illness, had
‘decided’ to go to a Steiner boarding school, Perry Court, near Canterbury as a weekly
boarder; and Curdie was about 6. Kirkdale School had eventually closed around this time
and so he first attended the local primary school, and then went to Boothams, a Quaker
school in York.
There had already started a regular relationship between June, Heather & the
children, where – for about 5 years – she drove up to south London regularly, twice a week,
to get the children from school and give them their tea, whilst Heather (and Alex initially)
were working, This then involved an evening drive back down to Reigate. She did this
unstintingly and generously: she was a great – an absolutely fabulous – Granny. The
children and Alex and Curdie were always welcomed down at Reigate and had many
games, up and down the back stairs. When Heather’s Yugo car eventually died, she brought
Heather a brand new Toyota, on some planned purchase scheme she had seen in the paper
and then cut‐out. This was one of her predilections and June regularly sent people
newspaper cuttings that she thought they might be interested in, often with a little note, or
something scrawled in the margin.
Her good works did not end there. With the children growing up and needing her a
little bit less, June – as ever – turned her attention towards helping other people. She had
always supported people, at first mainly within the family, providing a respite to various
Young nephews and nieces, and the older of her cousin Val’s Thompson children. There
was also a young man, living locally, Nicky, who did odd jobs gardening and cleaning silver,
who had filled an absent filial role for a while. A young Pakistani girl, whose parents ran
the local Post Office, also came round to Browne’s Lodge frequently, and June helped her
with her English lessons. A local gardener, Ken, provided a stalwart presence, and was
nominated as an executor for her will until he eventually married and moved away. She
also took people to ‘Church’ regularly, and started taking Spanish lessons, and doing other
things for herself.

There were a succession of ‘lodgers’ in Browne’s Lodge, mainly in the attic rooms
and the basement, not that she needed the rent money (she charged them a very low rent).
This was mainly from social conscience (not wanting to live in that “large, old house”) as
much as loneliness. But she liked the company and didn’t like the house being empty. This
didn’t stop it being (quite devastatingly) burgled in the early 1990s, when the burglars
made off with a number of very nice antique pieces, the silver Turkish pistols and
ceremonial swords, and the remnants of the Young family crested Georgian silver service.
In 1996, Jessica & Paul, having moved
from

Stockwell

to

Chepstow

Road

in

Kensington, and Jessica still being childless
after many difficult processes, they managed to
go

through

the

even

more

horrendous

preliminary processes of adoption with the
Council, and eventually adopted a small boy,
Anthony, aged about 6. This meant a number of
significant changes in their lives. Jessica retired
early from full‐time work with the ‘Office’,
though she kept going back later to do various
pieces of work, and became very involved with his schools: first Anthony’s primary school
near Paddington (where she eventually became a School Governor), and then King Alfred’s
School in Hampstead (where CTY had also gone as a child). June was very pleased to
welcome the new addition, which helped to ‘complete’ the family.
In the latter part of the 1990s, June was pretty happy living in Reigate, for a long
while, with Joan Horrocks as a companion. Sheila, one of the lodgers until she got married
and moved out, became a good friend and would drop in regularly. There was another
friend, a piano teacher, living
locally, to whom she lent her
mother’s Beckstein grand piano.
The basement flat was upgraded,
with a fire door at he foot of the
stairs, and a kitchen added. There
is a nice photo of her in the walled
garden of Browne’s Lodge around
this time.

She also enjoyed an adventurous trip to Arizona and the Grand Canyon in about
1997, taking a companion with her, Rosemary, a friend from her church.
In 1999, there was a very enjoyable 80th birthday celebration at Browne’s Lodge,
with a wide circle of family and friends. Shortly afterwards, the live‐in companion, Joan
Horrocks, who had been sharing Browne’s Lodge with her for several years, became a little
too frail to sustain independent living and had to move into a local nursing home. June
continued to live alone, apart from a family in the basement, but she began to enjoy living
essentially by herself somewhat less.
June’s memory also seemed to be going a little, and she was beginning to act a little
erratically. As an example of this, she saw a newspaper offer and ‘decided’ to visit the
island of Tobago for a week, by herself, in 2000, until FCY learnt of this. Unable to cancel
and unable to get a seat on the same flight, he made arrangements with the hotel she was
booked in and followed a couple of days later on the next flight, only to find that she had
left her purse, including her travellers cheques and credit cards, on the hall table at home.
Still, there was no real harm done and the holiday was very enjoyable. On the day of her
return, having packed, they went for a walk along the beach after lunch and a local guy
suddenly dashed between them and stole her handbag. She couldn’t remember whether
she had put her passport and flight ticket in her handbag, or not. The hotel didn’t have a
spare key for the safe in her room and so had to torch it open. Luckily, the documents were
there, and the flight home could proceed without having to contact the British Embassy (or
whatever).
This sort of event was (almost certainly) a symptom of the onset of (undiagnosed)
vascular dementia: caused by a known‐about, yet untreated, slow heart rate, possibly with
its origins in a childhood illness.
The 2000s
In August 2001, she came up to Edinburgh when FCY’s new wife, Laura, was doing a show
at the Edinburgh Fringe. Unfortunately, she fell ill the next morning and had to be taken
into hospital. There was no clear diagnosis, so it might have been an infarct. She never got
to see Laura’s show, but at least her hospital room had an excellent view of the annual end‐
of‐festival fireworks display. However, whilst in hospital, her leg ‘blew up’ with a potential
thrombosis, only diagnosed by FCY at the very last moment before she went down to
London, so she had to stay in there another week and FCY later escorted her down to
London on the train.

In 2002, after a lot of hard work (mainly by FCY and Jude) clearing the four storeys
of Browne’s Lodge of 50 years of various accumulations, including filling the garage twice
and 4 skips, and excavating 9” of coal dust in one cellar, June was installed in Chartwell
House, in Notitng Hill Gate: a block of flats owned by a branch of BUPA, with a nursing
home attached. It was 10 minutes walk away from Chepstow Road, where Jessica lived.
June was very content living there.
The move had been blighted somewhat initially as, when looking for flats 6 months
earlier, she had fallen and badly broken her left arm. This involved a lot of physiotherapy
and another extended stay with Jessica and Paul. There was some evidence of minor
infarcts (brain damage caused by minor blockages in the blood supply) and so a heart
pacemaker was installed. This clearly demonstrated the undiagnosed vascular dementia
as, that evening, she was suddenly as bright and chirpy and ‘present’, as she had been
about 10 years previously.
She enjoyed living back in London and became quite independent for a while,
reconnecting with an old friend and distant relation, Sally Slingsby, who took her to Church
quite regularly. FCY came and stayed regularly, as did Rhiannon, now doing a degree at
Glasgow University.
The only ‘shadow’ that appeared during this period was when it was revealed that
Paul had had 3 children from an extra‐marital affair with his secretary, a woman from St
Lucia. After the initial shock, anger and severe disapproval that, it must be stated, June
experienced, she gradually became reconciled to the situation and – since Jessica seemed
to enjoy ‘adopting’ the 3 little boys for various weekends and holidays – she formed a very
good and close relationship with them as well.
However, there was unfortunately
another tragedy in store. In July 2003, after
finishing a very successful first year of an
architectural degree at University College,
London, Heather’s youngest son, Curdie,
was tragically killed after falling out of a
tree that he climbed at the end of an all‐
night party. He was nearly 21. There is a
nice photo of June, with Curdie and Gudrun, taken a few months earlier outside a London
church. June had known him since his birth and he was almost like another grandchild. She
attended his funeral at the Quaker Church, and then at the cemetery in Forest Hill.

June managed another trip up to Edinburgh in 2004, where FCY and Laura were
now living, and there was a lovely evening celebrating the 30th birthday of Peggoty, the
daughter of FCY’s cousin Ted, with the added bonus of a surprise trip in a stretch limousine
and a visit from Rhiannon in Glasgow. She also went on holiday with Jessica to Morocco in
2005, and there is a photo of her there, wearing a knitted fez.
Over these last few years, June
gently became more and more lethargic,
and less inclined to do anything. Her
physical health began to deteriorate
steadily but inexorably, especially as
she became increasingly less mobile.
Her

mental

health

had

basically

stabilised, but there were odd moments
of total forgetfulness, or irascibility that
bespoke of an underlying problem. She was ‘cared for’ for a long while by constant extra
efforts from JCY backed up by an agency (with someone dropping in every morning to
make sure that she was up and dressed and had taken her pills.) As she became more
lethargic and thus this arrangement became less effective, Jess ‘found’ someone who also
cared for a person in the same block and, other than Jessica, this person and her daughter
became her main carers, and FCY appeared from Edinburgh for occasional weekends. With
the lack of exercise, she put on more weight and became increasingly out of breath, after
even the slightest exertion.
In early May 2008, whilst FCY was on a pilgrimage‐type walking holiday in France,
June’s health began to deteriorate and Jessica had to spend most of that week going to
various tests at the hospital with her. Her care had been stepped up so that someone was
coming now in both mornings and evenings. Jessica was then booked to go to a conference
in Florence. FCY rang from Oloron‐Sainte‐Marie, on the edge of the Pyrenees on the
Sunday, and it was obvious that she was deteriorating fast – she was almost incoherent –
so he decided to return early. After travelling for 2 days, he arrived back at Edinburgh
airport on the Tuesday afternoon, only to learn she had just been taken to hospital. He flew
back down and arrived at St Mary’s Hospital, Paddington at about 7.30pm. Paul and
Gudrun were there, but both had to leave around then. June was unconscious, but he was
there to hold her hand as she passed away at about 8.15 pm. Justin and Anna arrived a few
minutes later.

The next few days were spent with FCY finalising details about death certificates,
funeral arrangements, and so forth. June’s funeral was held at the Kensal Green, West
London Crematorium on May 31st (see photo)
It was very well attended, and Sheila
brought Joan Horrocks up from Reigate. There
were various readings from the Bible and ‘Science
& Health with Key to the Scriptures’ (the main
Christian Science text); several eulogies; and
Berlioz’s Requiem, followed, as a conclusion, by
Thomas Tallis’ Spem in Alium. People returned to
Jessica & Paul’s for a very elegant buffet meal
afterwards.
June had stated in her will that she wanted her ashes to be put in the Young family
vault in Cookham churchyard, alongside CTY’s ashes. In a fairly private ceremony in April
2009, nearly a year after her death, on what would have been her wedding anniversary,
this was done. The vault had been accessed by a local undertaker and the area around the
tomb cleared a day or so earlier by Jessica. So, June’s last wishes were fulfilled by the
immediate family: Heather, Gudrun, Justin & Anna, Anthony, Jessica & Paul, Jude, FCY and
Rhiannon (see photo below), with a few words said at the graveside, the box containing her
ashes was duly put into the small vault alongside CTY’s, and then the participants had a
lunch together in a local pub, The White Oak in Cookham.

Requiem in Pace

Appendix 1: The CooperWillis family & the Brinley Richards family.
Edward Cooper‐Willis = m.1

= m.2.

Euan
Lynette = Hemmett Irene

Christopher

Anthony

Guy

Gwyneth

Lynette = Juri Gabriel

Henry Brinley Richards

H.W. Nevill

Brinley = Miss Banting
Bob

Queenie

Henry = Patty Neville

Nevill

Marjorie (Madge)
= Edward Hale

Gordon Brinley Richards = DCW

Natalie

GBR = Dorothy CooperWillis

Valarie

June

Edward

Appendix 2: Young Family Line: (extracted from: www.william1.co.uk/L1.htm)
# K4. Alice Eacy Kennedy, + 1922, Md.1) 1862, Sir Alexander Hutchinson Lawrence, 1st
Bt. (1858), * 1838, + 1864 killed by the collapse of a bridge on the Tibet Road in India.
* L1. Henry Hayes Lawrence, Sir, 2nd Bt., * 1864, + 1898, Md. 1890, Victoria Margaret
Walrond, + 1951, d. of Theodore Walrond, C.B.
o M1. Norah Margaret Lawrence, * 1891, + 1966.
o M2. Alice Henrietta Lawrence, * 1895, + 1975, Md. 1922, Sir Hopetoun Gabriel
Stokes, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., + 1951, s. of Sir Henry Stokes, K.C.S.I.
o M3. Margaret Eacy Lawrence, * 1898, + 1966, Md. 1921, Lt.Col. Richard Eldred
Hindson, + 1966, s. of Rev. John Hutchinson Hindson, Issue.
# Md.2) 1871, Sir George Young, 3rd Bt., * 1837, + 1930.
* L2. George Young, Sir, 4th Bt., M.V.O., * 1872, + 1952, Md.1) 1904, Jessie Helen Ilbert, +
1946, d. of Sir Courtenay Ilbert, B.C.B., K.C.S.I., C.I.E.
o M1. George Peregrine Young, Sir, 5th Bt., C.M.G., * 1908, + 1960, Md. 1939, Elisabeth
Knatchbull‐Hugessen, + 1957, d. of Sir Hughe Montgomery Knatchbull‐
Hugessen, K.C.M.G.
+ N1. George Samuel Knatchbull Young, Sir, 6th Bt., * 1941, Md. 1964, Aurelia
Nemon, d. of Oscar Nemon.
# O1. George (“Gerry”) Horatio Young, * 1966.
# O2. Hugo Patrick Young, * 1970.
# O3. Sophia Angelica Young, * 1965, Md. 1996, David Butler, s. of Ian Butler, of
Kingston‐upon‐Thames, Surrey.
# O4. Camilla Mary Young, * 1975.
+ N2. Charles Evory Young, of Oxford, * 1943, Md. 1973, Wilrud Frömbling.
# O1. Emily Lucinda Young, * 1974.
# O2. Juliet Young, * 1975.
+ N3. Helen Mary Young, of Shipston‐on‐Stour, Warwickshire, * 1947, Md.1) 1969
(div. 1986), Digby William Norton, s. of Rev. Alan James Norton, of
Addington, Surrey.
# O1. Thomas Alan Hughe Norton, * 1975.
# O2. Joanna Elisabeth Norton, * 1972.
# O3. Felicity Margaret Norton, * 1979.
+ Md.2) 1988, Dr. Tom Winnifrith, s. of Sir John Winnifrith, K.C.B.
o M2. Courtenay Trevelyan Young, Lt.Col., * 1914, + 1974, Md. 1942, June Richards, of
Reigate, Surrey, d. of Gordon Brinley Richards.
+ N1. Frederick Courtenay Young, * 1948, Md. 1971, Heather Brunskell.
# O1. Daniel Justin Young, * 1972.
# O2. Jude Aaron Young, * 1976.
# O3. Gudrun Rachel Young, * 1974.
+ N2. Caroline June Young, * 1945, + 1948.
+ N3. Jessica Catherine Young, * 1950, Md. 1976, Paul Staddon.
# O1. Anthony David Staddon, * 1988.
o M3. Joan Alison Young, of Oxford, * 1910, +, Md. 1933, Robert Mathew, + 1954, s. of
Theobald Mathew.
+ N1. Theo(bald) David Mathew, * 1942, + 1998.
+ N2. Perdita Mary Mathew, of Amberley, Gloucestershire, * 1944, Md. 1965,
Michael Ivar Royal Dawson.
# O1. Daniel Cyrus Dawson, * 1965.
# O2. Robert Caspar Dawson, * 1966.
# O3. Cressida Ruth Dawson, * 1968.
# O4. Jessie Charlia Dawson, * 1975.

o M4. Virginia Jacomyn Young, * 1911, +, Md. 1936, Sir Noel Kilpatrick Hutton, G.C.B.,
Q.C., + 1984, s. of William Hutton, of East Kilbride, Lanarkshire.
+ N1. William Noel Hutton, * 1937, Md. 1960, Doris Mary Nesfield, d. of Stephen
Hilton Nesfield, of Sevenoaks, Kent.
# O1. Timothy Noel Hutton, * 1963.
# O2. Duncan Neil Hutton, * 1964.
# O3. Rupert MacIntyre Hutton, * 1971.
# O4. Virginia Rozanne Hutton, * 1961.
# O5. Julia Mary Hutton, * 1967.
+ N2. Charles Edward Ilbert Hutton, of Hornton, Oxfordshire, * 1943, Md. 1967,
Alison Victoria Fetherstone Harvey, d. of John Alan Harvey.
# O1. Samuel Barnaby Hutton, * 1968.
# O2. William Gabriel Hutton, * 1970.
# O3. Pegotty Alice Hutton, * 1974.
+ N3. Melissa Grace Hutton, of Doulestown, P.A., U.S.A., * 1939, Md. 1963, James
Perot, s. of Thomas Morris Perot III.
# O1. James Blair Perot, * 1965.
# O2. Noelle Melissa Perot, * 1963.
# O3. Suzerina Alice Perot, * 1968.
+ N4. Dorothea Eacy Hutton, * 1948.
* Md.2) 1948, Dorothy Joan Bullock‐Webster, d. of Rev. Frank Bullock‐Webster.
* L2. Geoffrey Winthrop Young, * 1876, + 1958, Md. 1918, Eleanor Slingsby, d. of William
Cecil Slingsby, of Heversham, Westmorland.
o M1. Jocelyn Slingsby Winthrop Young, O.B.E., * 1919, Md.1) 1951 (div. 1974),
Countess Ghislaine de la Gardie, + 1987, d. of Count Gustaf de la Gardie, of
Malmö, Sweden.
+ N1. Mark Gustav de la Gardie‐Young, * 1952.
+ N2. Geoffrey Hubert Young, * 1960.
+ N3. Sophie Young, * 1954, Md. 1985, Roger Weidlich.
# O1. Amelie Ebba Ghislaine Weidlich, * 1989.
o Md.2) 1975, Countess Sibylle von der Schulenburg.
o M2. Maria Eacy Winthrop Young, * 1925, Md. 1948, Peter Newbolt, s. of Francis
Newbolt, C.M.G., of Ockham, Surrey.
+ N1. Thomas Winthrop Newbolt, * 1951.
+ N2. Harry Triffitt Newbolt, * 1953, + 1978.
+ N3. Barnaby Charles Slingsby Newbolt, * 1955.
+ N4. Catherine Eacy Newbolt, * 1956.
* L3. Edward Hilton Young, 1st Baron Kennet (1935), G.B.E., D.S.O., D.S.C., P.C., * 1879, +
1960, Md. 1922, Kathleen Bruce, + 1947, d. of Rev. Canon Lloyd Stewart Brice
(widow of Capt. Robert Falcon Scott, C.V.O., R.N.).
o M1. Wayland Hilton Young, 2nd Baron Kennet, * 1913, Md. 1948, Elizabeth Adams,
d. of Capt. Bryan Fullerton Adams, D.S.O., R.N.
+ N1. (William Aldus) Thoby Young, Hon., * 1957, Md. 1987, Hon. Josephine
(“Josa”) Mary Keyes, * 1958, d. of Roger George Bowlby Keyes, 2nd Baron
Keyes.
# O1. Archibald Wayland Keyes Young, * 1992.
# O2. Maud Elizabeth Aurora Young, * 1989.
+ N2. Easter Donatella Young, Hon., * 1949, Md. 1981, Frank Joffre Russell.
# O1. Louis Inigo Russell, * 1983.
# O2. Theo Joffre Russell, * 1986.
# O3. Alice Ella Russell, * 1979.
+ N3. Emily Tacita Young, Hon., * 1951 and has issue,

# O1. Arthur William Phoenix Young Jeffes, * 1978.
+ N4. Mopsa Mary Young, Hon., * 1953, Md. 1982, Richard Douglas English, s. of
Maj. Douglas English.
# O1. Joseph Edward English, * 1987.
# O2. Thomas Eliot English, * 1991.
# O3. Lilian Mary English, * 1989.
+ N5. (Audrey) Louisa Young, Hon., * 1959, and has issue,
# O1. Isabel Adomakoh Young, * 1993.
+ N6. (Alice Matelda) Zoe Young, Hon., * 1969.
* L4. Eacy Young, * 1873, + 1888.

